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About This Book

Jump Into Phonics: Second Grade includes ready-to-use phonics practice activities for students who are 
struggling with phonics skills. This book features the skills appropriate for second-grade students and 
includes fun and unique activities.

Organization 

Jump Into Phonics presents consonant sounds first, followed by consonant blends and digraphs, short 
vowels and R-controlled vowels, long vowels, vowel digraphs and diphthongs, prefixes and suffixes, 
contractions, syllabication, and homophones. Each teacher may choose to use this book in conjunction 
with the scope and sequence of his school’s curriculum or base his teaching on students’ individual needs. 

Each unit includes a diagnostic test, teacher notes and activities, and student activities targeted to specific 
items on the diagnostic test, as well as review pages to assess learning. In addition, a comprehensive 
review test is included at the end of the book. The tests and activities are specifically designed to help 
teachers assess their students’ needs and focus their teaching efforts.

Before incorporating student pages, pre-teaching the words will ensure every learner receives the 
background to study a particular letter/sound association. Some images and objects may be unfamiliar to 
students, creating opportunities for teachable moments to enrich your phonics instruction. Pre-teaching the 
words builds vocabulary, creates interest, and ensures that your phonics instruction reaches every student.

Diagnostic Tests 

The diagnostic tests target the fundamental concepts of the phonics skills. These tests can be used to 
analyze student errors and can be modified as needed. Each test includes a teacher assessment area for 
easy identification of each student’s strengths and weaknesses. 

Teacher Notes and Teacher Activities

The teacher notes provide information about potential student problem areas. Extension and enrichment 
strategies, ideas for differentiation, and word lists are included for each letter/sound association. 
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Introducing Jump Into Phonics, continued

Student Activities

Student practice activities are included for each letter/sound association. These activities provide practice, 
remediation, and review. The student activity pages can be easily used to differentiate instruction. 

Review

Review activities help reinforce skills. Students can practice letter/sound association and complete activities 
that showcase their acquired knowledge. 

End of Book Test

A comprehensive test at the end of this book includes the letter/sound associations for each skill covered 
in Jump into Phonics: Second Grade. This assessment can be used to summarize students’ learning at the 
end of the year or as a benchmark test to record student progress. This comprehensive test is a valuable 
addition to student portfolios. 

Word Cards
Word cards for each skill can be used in a variety ways. The cards can be copied and sent home for extra 
practice or used as an aid in instruction and guided/independent practice. Word cards can also be used 
with English Language Learners to introduce new vocabulary and ensure accurate comprehension of the 
words used throughout the book.



NAME: ___________________________________________________________________     DATE:____________________________________
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Unit I: Consonants

Diagnostic Test: Consonants

Directions: Say the name of each picture. Circle the letter of the beginning sound.

Directions: Say the name of each picture. Write the letter of the beginning sound.

Directions: Say the name of each picture. Circle the letter of the ending sound.

Directions: Say the name of each picture. Write the letter of the ending sound.

 d t  t m  c g

 t g  s r  l m

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.



NAME: ___________________________________________________________________     DATE:____________________________________

Directions: Shade the boxes that 
correspond to correct test items.

TOTAL CORRECT:  _____________
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Teacher Assessment Area

Skill Item Number
Initial Consonants 1 2 3 4 5 6

Final Consonants 7 8 9 10 11 12

Medial Consonants 13 14 15

Hard/Soft c 16 17

Hard/Soft g 18 19

Directions: Read each sentence. Write the consonants from the letter box that 
complete each word.

13. Sally found an old book in the a _____ _____ ic.

14. Jim was ha _____ _____ y because he did well on his math test.

15. A mouse is sma _____ _____ er than a rat.

Directions: Read each word. If the c makes the /s/ sound, as in cent, circle  
the s. If the c makes the /k/ sound, as in car, circle the k.

16. mice s k

17. cap s k

Directions: Read each word. If the g makes the /g/ sound, as in good, circle 
the g. If the g makes the /j/ sound, as in gentle, circle the j.

18. girl g j

19. gem g j

LETTER BOX

ll pp tt
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Consonant Sounds

When reviewing consonant sounds, remind students of the difference between consonant sounds that are 
reliable and those that are not. Most initial consonants have one sound, so they are considered reliable. 
Included in the list of reliable initial consonant letters are b, d, f, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, y, and z. 
Although b and d are reliable letter sounds, they should be taught in isolation to avoid confusion. (Some 
students may have difficulty discriminating between the similar letter shapes.) 

Other consonants, such as c and g, have more than one sound. These initial consonants are not considered 
reliable because the sounds they make vary depending on the vowel sound that follows. Introduce the 
letter c by explaining its two sounds, the /k/ sound, as in cat, and the /s/ sound, as in circus. The letter g 
is also not reliable and can represent either the /g/ sound, as in game, or the /j/ sound, as in gentle. For 
beginning readers, the hard sounds of these letters, /k/ and /g/, are taught first. 

Many letters that are reliable as initial consonants can be silent when they appear in the middle of a word. 
The letters b, d, f, g, l, m, p, and t are often silent when doubled in the middle of a word. For example, only 
one t is pronounced in the word bottom. 

As with initial consonants, many final consonants almost always have the same sound. Included in the list 
of reliable final consonants are b, d, f, k, r, and t. The letter c is not as reliable and does not usually appear 
at the end of one- or two-syllable words. The letter g usually represents the /g/ sound when it is in the final 
consonant position, as in big. The letters h and j do not usually appear as final consonants. The letter s is 
often doubled when it appears in the final position of a word, as in dress. The letter v is usually followed 
by a silent e when it appears in the final consonant position of a word, as in give. The letter x represents 
the /ks/ sound as the final consonant in words such as box and mix. The letter w does appear at the end of 
words, but its sound is usually part of the ow diphthong. The letter y represents a vowel sound or is part of 
the oy diphthong when it appears in the final position of a word. 

Encourage students to listen to all of the sounds in a word. Teach them to stretch the sounds in the word. 
Tell students to tap their shoulders when making the initial sound, their elbows when making the middle 
sound, and their hands when making the final sound. This practice will reinforce the sounds of each word. 

Display the consonant letters on an alphabet chart or class word wall. Encourage students to refer to it 
often for reinforcement in their reading and writing.

Unit I: Consonants

Teacher Notes and Activities
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Teacher Activity 1: Same Sounds

Write each consonant on an index card. Place the index cards into a paper bag or a hat. Tell students that 
this game allows them to use their consonant awareness skills. Give each student a sheet of paper with a 
vertical line drawn through the middle. Students should write the word Beginning above the left column 
and the word End above the right column. Once students have their papers ready, they should draw cards 
from the bag, and place them facedown on their desks. Tell students that when you say, “Go,” they will 
have five minutes to list all of the words they can that have the same beginning or ending sounds as their 
consonants. Students should write their words in the correct columns on their papers. After five minutes, 
have students count their words before sharing them with the class.

Teacher Activity 2: Consonants in Action

Students should enjoy actively searching for consonant sounds in the context of their daily reading activities. 
Instruct students to write all of the consonant letters on the left side of a sheet of notebook paper. Then, 
write all of the consonant letters on the board. Tell students to search for words in a subject-related text 
(e.g., a reading, social studies, or science book) that begin with each consonant. Students should record the 
words they find beside the corresponding consonants on their papers. When students have written a word 
for each consonant, have each student write one of her words next to a consonant on the board.

Teacher Activity 3: Beginning, Middle, and End Bending

Students should enjoy this kinesthetic approach to decoding words. Give each student three different 
colorful chenille craft sticks. Demonstrate how the chenille craft sticks can be bent to form different shapes. 
Allow students time to experiment with the chenille craft sticks until they can easily form different shapes. 
Tell students that when you say a word, they should listen for the beginning, middle, and final consonant 
sounds. After they identify the word’s sounds, they should bend their chenille craft sticks into the shape of 
the consonant sounds that they heard. se the word list page 1  as a reference as well as any additional 
words that you feel will challenge students. At the end of the activity, let students form the chenille craft 
sticks into their favorite consonant sounds or consonant sounds that appear in their names. 

Teacher Activity 4: Sound Swap

Divide the class into pairs. Give each pair a small paper plate, a small whiteboard, two write-on/wipe-away 
markers, an eraser, a pencil, a paper clip, and a list of three- and four-letter words. Have one student in 
each group draw a line across the center of the plate. On one side of the plate, students should write the 
word beginning and on the other side, students should write the word end. Demonstrate how they can 
use the tip of a pencil and a paper clip to create a spinner. Explain that one student in each group should 
choose a word from the list and write it on the whiteboard. His partner should spin the paper clip on the 
paper plate to determine if he must change the first or last letter. Students should swap letters to create new 
words. For example, pat could be changed to hat or pan. A student earns one point each time he is able to 
swap a letter and create a new word. The game continues as students take turns writing a new word on the 
whiteboard and swapping sounds. Have students share examples of the sound swaps they used to create 
new words. 

 

Unit I: Consonants
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Unit I: Consonants

Teacher Activity 5: Beginning, Middle, End Rename Game

Students can create new words from the sounds they hear in another word. Tell students that you will 
say a word, such as tiger. Encourage students to listen to the sounds in that word. Then, you will say, 
“beginning,” “middle,” or “end.” Depending on the word you say, students should create lists of words 
that begin with the consonant sound in that position. For example, if you say, “middle” for the word tiger, 
students should list words that begin with the /g/ sound. Continue the activity using different words. Have 
each student share one word with the class.

 Teacher Activity 6: Personal Word Wall

Have students create personal word walls they can use for reference throughout the year. Give each 
student a manila folder. Instruct students to write each letter of the alphabet in rows or columns on their 
folder. Provide students with a list of challenging words to copy onto their folders. Have students draw stars 
beside words they feel they can use correctly. Students can add to their lists throughout the year.

Building Language

Note the following examples of words containing consonants in the initial, medial, and final positions. 
These sample words have been used throughout the book. Prior to teaching these letter/sound 
associations, familiarize students with the words to ensure that they hear each word sound and understand 
each word meaning.

Initial consonants: bag, bat, bell, bone, cage, can, car, cat, dice, dog, duck, fan, fire, fork, goal, gum,  
hand, hat, hose, hook, jet, lips, leg, log, map, mug, nail, nest, pan, pen, pin, rope, rug, tent, top, van,  
vest, well, yak

Medial consonants: apple, button, camel, carrot, flower, guitar, hammer, juggle, lemon, mitten, mixer, 
rabbit, robot, ruler, seven, slipper, shovel, spider, wallet, waffle, wagon, zipper

Final consonants: ax, bag, bed, bell, bib, book, box, car, cat, cup, fan, flag, foot, fox, goal, ham, jar, jet, leg, 
log, map, mop, net, pen, pig, pin, rug, shell, six, tag, ten, web, well, yak

Hard and soft c: cage, cake, cane, cap, car, cat, cave, celery, cent, circle, city, coat, cup

Hard and soft g: game, gate, gem, germ, giant, giraffe, girl, goal, goat, gold, golf, goose, guitar, gum, gym



NAME: ___________________________________________________________________     DATE:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Directions: Say the name of each picture. Circle the letter of the  
beginning sound.

Beginning Consonants
Consonants

 b t  l t  g f

 c b  m n  f d

 b v  b d  f p

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.



NAME: ___________________________________________________________________     DATE:____________________________________
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Directions: Say the name of each picture. Write the letter of the  
beginning sound.

Consonants
Beginning Consonants

______ et ______ one ______ an

______ at ______ ire ______ and

______ at ______ op ______ ent

______ at ______ est ______ ork

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.



NAME: ___________________________________________________________________     DATE:_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Directions: Say the name of each picture. Write the letter of the  
beginning sound.

Beginning Consonants
Consonants

______ age ______ eg ______ ap

______ ug ______ oal ______ ips

______ ak ______ um ______ uck

______ in ______ ail ______ ope

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.

10. 11. 12.
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Pages 9–10

1. d  2. m  . g  4. f  . p  . s  . g  . r  9. l  
10. t  11. n  12. k  1 . tt  14. pp  1 . ll  1 . s  
1 . k  1 . g  19. j

Page 14

1. b  2. l  . f  4. c  . m  . d  . v  . b  9. p

Page 15

1. j  2. b  . c  4. h  . f  . h  . c  . t  9. t   
10. b  11. v  12. f

Page 16

1. c  2. l  . m  4. r  . g  . l  . y  . g  9. d   
10. p  11. n  12. r

Page 17

1. nest, n  2. hose, h  . pen, p  4. log, l   
. hook, h  . well, w  . dice, d  . car, c   

9. hat, h

Page 18

1. forest  2. dog  . doll  4. yard  . bat  . bed   
. bib  . field

Page 19

1. b  2. x  . g  4. p  . t  . g  . p  . g  9. b  
10. d  11. r  12. g

Page 20

cat: hot, jet, pet, rat; mop: cup, hop, rip, top

Page 21

1. rug  2. bag  . pin  4. cat  . yak  . leg   
. map  . fan  9. jar  10. six  11. bed  12. ham 

Page 22

1. n  2. x  . t  4. g  . k  . r  . cat, ball   
. jam, bib  9. van, gas

Page 23

x: ax, box, fox, six; l: bell, goal, well, shell

Page 24

1. ff  2. rr  . mm  4. gg  . tt  . bb  . tt  . pp

Page 25

mitten: glitter, kitten, button; hammer: summer, 
simmer; wallet: cellar, village, balloon; slippers: 
happen, pepper

Page 26

1. b  2. v  . l, 4. m  . d

Page 27

1. g  2. l  . w  4. b  . v  . m  . t  . m  9. x

Page 28

car: cake, cat, coat, cup; cent: celery, cell,  
circle, city

Page 29

1. hard c  2. hard c  . soft c  4. soft c  . hard 
c  . hard c  . soft c  . hard c  9. hard c

Page 30

gum: game, gate, gold, guitar; giraffe: gem, 
germ, giant, gym

Page 31

1. hard g  2. soft g  . hard g  4. soft g   
. hard g  . hard g  . hard g  . hard g   

9. hard g

Page 32

1. z  2. l  . w  4. d  . n  . l  . bb  . rr   
9. ff  10. dd

Answer Key




